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#1 #1 New York TimesNew York Times bestselling author John Sandford takes all the action and suspense of his acclaimed Prey novels bestselling author John Sandford takes all the action and suspense of his acclaimed Prey novels

and heads west to the dark gleam of L.A.and heads west to the dark gleam of L.A.

A mobile unit of video freelancers, the Night Crew prowl the midnight streets to sell to the highest network bidder.

Murders. Robberies. High-speed chases. For them, it is an exhilerating life.

But tonight, two deaths will change everything...

“With its pulse-quickening plot and attractive heroine, you’ll be hooked to the finish.”—“With its pulse-quickening plot and attractive heroine, you’ll be hooked to the finish.”—PeoplePeople
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Anna Batory's evening starts with a frenzied animal rights raid and then moves quickly to the site of a suicide jump.

It's all in a normal night's work for Anna, who leads the Night Crew, a freelance video team out to make a quick buck

on sensational footage they can sell to L.A. news stations. But this night is different: the jumper is a teenager named

Jacob Harper, and Anna's cameraman Jason beats a strangely hasty exit after filming the jump. A few hours later,

Jason too is dead: shot and knifed.

Jacob Harper's father is an attractive former cop who works out the connection between his son's death and Jason's.

The two young men share a drug dealer--and when Harper finds said dealer dead as well, he calls Anna to the scene
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and shows her a creepy knife wound on the dealer's body: the name "Anna" carved into his chest. From that moment

on, Anna knows she's chasing down a killer who's got a thing for her--but who is it? A series of heart-thumping

encounters between Anna and her shadowy stalker keep this thriller moving at the dizzying clip that Sandford's fans

expect.

Those who love the Prey series for the quirks and contradictions of its antihero, Lucas Davenport, will find a

kindred creation in Anna: an attractive loner, taciturn and tough-minded, a classical pianist with the fighting

reflexes of a wild animal. Will Sandford keep bringing her back? Time will tell. --Barrie Trinkle
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